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Photonic approach to microwave frequency measurement

with extended range based on phase modulation
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We propose and demonstrate a photonic approach to instantaneous frequency measurement with an ex-
tended range based on phase modulation. In the measurement system, two optical wavelengths and two
dispersion fiber segments are used to construct the frequency-dependent amplitude comparison functions
(ACFs). Several ACFs can be utilized jointly to determine the microwave frequency without ambiguities
beyond a monotonic region of the lone conventional ACF. The measurable range of microwave frequency
can be extended and the accuracy can be improved by selecting an ACF with a large slope. The exper-
imental results show that the errors are limited within ±140 MHz of a frequency measuremental range
from 8 to 20 GHz.
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The frequency measurement of input microwave signals is
very important for modern radar warning receivers in the
field of electronic warfare (EW)[1]. Unlike conventional
receivers, the input signals of EW receivers are unknown.
Estimate the frequency of the unknown signal in a very
short period of time is desirable, a method known as in-
stantaneous frequency measurement (IFM). Considering
the frequencies of modern radar systems range from sub-
gigahertz to millimeter waves, the conventional electrical
implementations may not meet the requirements for a
wide operating frequency range and a nearly real-time
response.

Photonic techniques can overcome these limitations,
given such advantages as a wide instantaneous band-
width, light weight, low loss, and immunity to elec-
tromagnetic interference[2,3]. A number of approaches
have been proposed in the past few years to measure
the microwave frequency in the optical domain[4−14].
Optical power or microwave power monitoring is usu-
ally performed to determine the unknown frequency.
With optical power, a sinusoidal filter[4,5], channeliza-
tion filter[6], phase shift filter[7] or scanning filter[8,9] is
used to map the frequency information into the change
of optical power, which may reduce the system cost,
thereby fulfilling the requirement of a low-speed pho-
todetector (PD). With microwave power, on the other
hand, dispersion-induced microwave power variations are
mostly adopted to establish a frequency-dependent am-
plitude comparison function (ACF)[10−14], which can de-
rive the frequency with a wide measurable range and high
accuracy.

Intensity modulation using Mach-Zehnder modula-
tors (MZMs) is usually applied in the photonic IFM
links[10,11]. The major difficulty associated with MZMs
is the need for a sophisticated DC bias-controlled elec-
trical circuit to stabilize the operation of the MZMs[15].
The phase modulators (PMs) can appropriately elimi-
nate the bias drifting problem. Recently, PMs have at-

tracted more and more attentions in microwave-photonic
systems besides the IFM links[12−14]. For the ACF-based
IFM technique with phase modulation, the measurable
frequency range is generally limited to a monotonic re-
gion of ACF to avoid ambiguities[12].

In this letter, a photonic approach to microwave fre-
quency measurement with an extended range based on
phase modulation is proposed. In the measurement sys-
tem, multiple photonic links with phase modulation are
established. Using the microwave signal power fading
effect induced by the dispersive medium, several ACFs
can be used jointly to determine the microwave frequency
without ambiguities beyond a monotonic region with only
one ACF. The measurable range of the microwave fre-
quency can be extended, and the accuracy can be im-
proved with the proper selection of ACF with a large
slope. The operation principle of the photonic approach
for IFM is illustrated, and a proof-of-concept experiment
is performed to verify the feasibility of the approach.

The schematic diagram of the proposed photonic IFM
approach is shown in Fig. 1. The lightwaves with
different wavelengths from two laser diodes (LDs) are
combined in a multiplexer and sent to the PM. The un-
known input microwave signal is modulated on the two
lightwaves simultaneously. After transmitting through
the first dispersive fiber l1, the two lightwave signals are
split equally into two paths by a 3-dB coupler. The two
lightwave signals in the upper path are demultiplexed di-
rectly and detected by the PDs, respectively. The lower

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed photonic approach
for microwave frequency measurement.
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path is connected with the second dispersive fiber l2, and
the two lightwave signals in the lower path are demulti-
plexed and detected by the PDs, respectively. The output
microwave signal power values from the four PDs are dig-
itized and compared in a data processing unit. Given the
chromatic dispersion of fiber links the phase modulation
to intensity modulation, conversion occurs[16], and the
frequency-dependent ACFs can be constructed. Unlike
previous methods, the proposed IFM system determines
the microwave frequency by simultaneously utilizing sev-
eral ACFs via a simple search algorithm. Each ACF be-
comes multivalued because of the periodic behavior of
dispersion induced power fading with a few ambiguous
frequency solutions. The algorithm searches all the solu-
tions of each ACF and selects the intersection of potential
frequency solutions of different ACFs, which is unique by
optimal design the wavelengths and the dispersive fiber
lengths. Thus, the measurable frequency range can be
extended without restricting it to the frequencies where
the ACF is monotonic.

The output microwave signal power from PDs, as
shown in Fig. 1, can be expressed as[16]

Hn = ηn sin2

(

πf2λ2
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)

, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, (1)

where c is the light speed in vacuum; f is the input mi-
crowave frequency; λn is the wavelength of the lightwave;
Dn is the chromatic dispersion coefficient corresponding
to the optical wavelength λn; Ln is the dispersive fiber
length (L1,2 = l1 and L3,4 = l1 + l2 for the upper and
lower paths, respectively); ηn is the response parameter
of the photonic link, which is a function of the output
optical power of LD, input microwave signal power, re-
sponsivity of PD, insertion loss of PM, fiber, multiplexer,
demultiplexer, and 3-dB coupler.

Based on the detected microwave signal power of the
four photonic links, the different ACFs in dB can be ex-
pressed as
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where γij=10log(ηi/ηj) is the ratio of the response pa-
rameters of different photonic links, which is independent
of the power and frequency of the input microwave signal.
When the output optical powers of the two LDs are the
same, and the responsivities of the four PDs are uniform,
there are γ12 = γ34=0 and γ13 = γ23 = γ14 = γ24 = γC.
γC is the extra loss of the lower path (links 3 and 4) com-
pared with upper path (links 1 and 2), which is caused by
the inherent loss of dispersive fiber l2 (αF · l2, αF is the
loss factor of the dispersive fiber) and the splice loss be-
tween dispersive fiber l2 and 3-dB coupler (αS). However,
γij is constant for the established measurement system;
thus, it has no influence on the frequency determination
for the ACFs.

The main parameters of the proposed measurement
system, wavelengths and fiber lengths, should be de-
signed carefully to achieve the desired results. The wave-
length space of the two LDs should be large enough to
utilize the dispersion-dependent property of ACFs. The

lengths of the two fiber segments should also be chosen
properly. Based on Eq. (1), for the single-mode-fibers
(SMFs) with fixed chromatic dispersion coefficients, the
longer length will induce a sharp curve for the output
microwave power versus frequency; thus, the lower fre-
quency can be estimated accurately by the first mono-
tonic region of the ACF curve. In addition, the mono-
tonic regions of the multiple ACFs curves should be inter-
leaved evenly to extend the measurable frequency range.

The calibration ACFs in the look-up table can be mea-
sured or calculated from the total chromatic dispersion
in the wavelengths of the two LDs. As an example of
the frequency estimation process using the calibration
ACFs, Fig. 2 shows the calculated ACF12 and ACF23

with λ1=1525 nm and λ2=1605 nm, two MF segments
(αF =0.2 dB/km) with l1=25 km and l2=32 km, D1 =
D3=15.06 ps/(nm·km) @ 1 525 nm, D2 = D4=19.57
ps/(nm·km) @1 605 nm (the dispersion values of SMFs
are measured using phase shift method[17],18]), and the
splice loss αS=0.1 dB between dispersive fiber l2 and 3-
dB coupler. When an unknown microwave signal (13.11
GHz) is inputted to the measurement setup, the values of
ACF12 (2.32 dB) and ACF23 (17.84 dB) can be obtained
through the detected powers. The possible frequency is
13.11 or 16.54 GHz based on the look-up table of ACF12.
Based on the look-up table of ACF23, the possible fre-
quency is 11.00, 13.11, 18.86, or 18.06 GHz. The actual
frequency can be determined by determining the intersec-
tion of the two sets of possible frequencies. The look-up
table of ACF23 is then used to estimate the frequency of
the unknown input microwave signal because the slope
of the ACF23 curve at around 13 GHz is larger than that
of ACF12 curve in the monotonic range, and the mea-
surement accuracy is higher. Moreover, another ACFij

can also be used if its slope is larger than that of ACF23

curve.
A proof-of-concept experiment is implemented based

on the configuration as shown in Fig. 1. Two lightwaves
from two CW lasers (λ1=1525 nm and λ2=1605 nm, re-
spectively, each with 5 dBm of optical power) are phase
modulated via the PM (EO-Space, bandwidth of 20 GHz)
using a microwave signal with an unknown frequency. For
simplicity, a microwave signal of 0 dBm with a frequency
tunable from 2 to 20 GHz is generated by a signal gener-
ator (Agilent 8267D). The two SMF segments are l1=25
km and l2=32 km in series. The demultiplexed phase
modulated signals are detected by PDs (u2t 2120R) at
the output of the four photonic links. The Labview pro-
gram is used to record data from the scanned microwave

Fig. 2. Frequency estimation with ACFs (ACF12, ACF23)
from the power variation response of photonic links 1,2,and 3.
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frequency and the detected microwave signal power. The
radio frequency is subsequently estimated.

In the experiment, the power distribution functions of
the four photonic links are first measured, with which
the calibration ACFs are constructed. Here, three ACFs,
namely ACF12, ACF23, and ACF34 versus frequency, as
shown in Fig. 3, are selected and stored in the look-up
table. The theoretical ACFs are also plotted in Fig. 3,
which demonstrates the measured results are consistent
with the theoretical ones. We further tune the frequency
of the input microwave signal and estimate its frequency
with the search algorithm presented before. As an ex-
ample of data processing, the ACF values of an input
microwave signal of 11.0 GHz are marked with dotted
lines in each ACF curve, as shown in Fig. 3. Although
multiple possible frequencies can be produced by each
ACF, the potential frequency can be confirmed at ap-
proximately 11.0 GHz after the intersection processing
of the possible frequencies. ACF34 is used to estimate
the input microwave frequency as 11.01 GHz because the
slope of its curve around the potential frequency is the
largest of the slopes of the three ACF curves.

The system has been tested for microwave signals be-
tween 8 and 20 GHz. As shown in Fig. 4, the system
is able to determine unambiguously the frequency of the
microwave signal. The measurement errors calculated by
comparing the measured and input frequencies are shown

Fig. 3. ACF functions of (a) ACF12, (b) ACF23, and (c)
ACF34 with l1 =25 km, l2 =32 km, λ1 =1525 nm, and
λ2 =1605 nm. Dotted lines illustrate the frequency estima-
tion of an 11.0-GHz input microwave signal.

Fig. 4. Measured frequency versus input frequency.

in Fig. 5. The measurement errors are within ±140 MHz
for the frequency range of 8–20 GHz (the maximum ab-
solute error is 140 MHz at 8 GHz, i.e. 1.75%). The
measurement accuracy is improved since the system can
operate in an ACF region with a large slope and is there-
fore comparable to previously reported systems[9−11],
which is acceptable for applications where a rough but in-
stantaneous microwave frequency estimation is required.

The upper frequency bound in the experiment is lim-
ited by the devices and equipment available in the lab.
The lower frequency bound is given by the small slope
of the ACFs at lower frequencies, where changes of the
ACF are minimal. The lower limit can be reduced by
changing the total dispersion of the setup to reduce the
frequency of the first maximum of the recovered power
with dispersion fading. The best accuracy range is ob-
tained in the frequency range corresponding to the larger
slopes in the ACFs.

To obtain a near real-time system, the data processing
unit has to compensate for the different time delays be-
tween photonic links 1-2 and 3-4. In the experiment, the
time delay between the upper and lower photonic links
is about 0.15 ms for the second SMF segment of 32 km.
This time delay, together with the time delay needed for
processing, will add a time lag to the system.

Some sources of measurement errors, such as the fluc-
tuation of the total dispersion of the SMFs due to the
environmental temperature changes and the wavelength
stability of the LDs, have been identified.

Temperature changes result in a slight change in the
chromatic dispersion coefficient of the fiber, thereby
degrading system performance. For the typical oper-
ation temperature from –40 to +85 ◦C, the effect of
temperature variation on the frequency measurement
(input microwave frequency of f=14.0 GHz) of the case
of SMF is shown in Fig. 6, where the chromatic dis-
persion at room temperature (25 ◦C) is assumed as the
reference, and a typical dispersion variation with a tem-
perature of –0.003 ps/(nm·km·

◦C)[19] is considered. The
temperature increase induces a smaller measured fre-
quency because of the negative temperature-dependent
dispersion of the SMF. For a cost effective measure-
ment system, the uncooled distributed feedback grating
laser diodes (DFB-LDs) may be used as light sources.
The wavelength drift of uncooled DFB-LD is about 0.08
nm/◦C[20]. The wavelength drift is about –5.2–4.8 nm
for above typical operation temperature. Figure 7 shows
the effect of the wavelength drift of the light source on
the frequency measurement. The slope of the frequency
error curve induced by the temperature-dependent wave-
length is opposite to that of the frequency error curve
induced by the temperature-dependent chromatic disper-
sion. Consequently, the combined effect on the measure-
ment frequency error can be decreased to some extent,
as shown in Fig. 8.

In the actual application, the power of the microwave
received by the antenna may vary and may usually be
small. Here, the frequencies with the microwave powers
of 0, –4, –8, and –12 dBm are measured by the experi-
mental system. The results are shown in Fig. 9. A lower
microwave power results in a larger measurement error,
possibly because of the small output microwave power
(–50 dBm output power; –12 dBm input power) from
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Fig. 5. Measurement error as a function of input frequency.

Fig. 6. Frequency error caused by the dependence on the
chromatic dispersion temperature.

Fig. 7. Frequency error caused by the wavelength drift of the
light source.

Fig. 8. Frequency error caused by both the temperature-
dependent chromatic dispersion of the SMF and wavelength
of the light source.

Fig. 9. Frequency error with different input microwave pow-
ers.

the photonic links which have sustained a large optical
loss and extra noise. An electronic amplifier at the input
of the PM or an optical amplifier in the photonic links
can be used to improve the measurement accuracy.

In conclusion, a novel approach to improve the fre-
quency range and accuracy of photonic-based IFM sys-
tems is proposed. The measurement theory and search
algorithm are analyzed. The combination of ACFs yields
a measurement error of ±140 MHz over a frequency range
of 8–20 GHz, which are obtained experimentally and
overcomes the limitation of the measurable frequencies
to a monotonic region with only one ACF. The measure-
ment frequency error caused by temperature-dependent
chromatic dispersion of the SMF and wavelength of the
light source is analyzed. The result shows that the com-
bined effect can decrease the error to some extent. The
frequency measurement with different input microwave
powers is tested. The potential factors inducing mea-
surement errors are analyzed and solutions are suggested.
The photonic approach to microwave frequency measure-
ment may meet the demand of future EW receivers.
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